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About This Game

This is a world ruled by darkness and magic.
For centuries, war has raged on between the principalities.

Countless heroes have fallen in battle, and legends began to grow.
Magicians created this card game, Darkest Mana, to remember the heroes and recount the legends.

1. Create a deck of your own.

Compose a deck with your character cards and magic cards.
Collect more cards as you play. Your strategic options will increase with more cards.

2. Play online with global players.

Challenge the rankings via online matches.
Aim for the top rank and earn fame and glory!

Auto-matching based on your prowess guarantees interesting battles.

3. Single Play

If you don't fancy online matches, then you can duel with the AI.
Play through 20+ stages to test your mettle!
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I wanted this game to be cool. It looked awesome in the trailer like a 3d realtime hearthstone. Unfortunately,
it's\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 I played through the entire campaign and won every "PVP" match (as they were
clearly just bots with fake names) using only archers. Just spam 1 mana archers all day to win everything in the game. 0 balance.
2\/10 can't recommend.
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